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(ProPEL), Eva Krieg (A&S), Donna Shambley-Ebron (CoN), Sally Ann Zwicker (CECH) 
 

 

Topics 
Discussed: 
provide a 
brief 
description 
of each 
 

FS HUMAN RELATIONS COMMITTEE :: 16 SEPT 2015 

 
The charge of the Human Relations Committee is to monitor existing policies and practices and recommend 
new policies and practices to ensure a supportive environment that promotes increased diversity and 
inclusion at the University. The committee shall also administer award selection processes and Faculty 
recognition. The committee shall interpret its role broadly, addressing itself to specific issues and, in addition, 
serving as a source for a just University community. 
 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
I. INTRODUCTIONS 

-brief background and what brought you to this committee 
 

 
II. LOGISTICS/MINUTES 

-determine best meeting format moving forward 
-determine best practice for recording meeting minutes (take turns or elect one) 
Jen and Datina will take turns with minutes 

 
III. EXEMPLARY DEPARTMENT AWARDS :: DAMION WAYMER 
 - Committee reviewed initial proposal and submitted questions to the Associate  
               Provost for discussion, answer session/discussion regarding new award:  

 
COMMITTEE ?’s 

- The proposal states that department(s) will be determined "by the selection committee drawn from 
the University community, with input from the Faculty Senate." Who is on the selection committee? 
Is the committee to be comprised entirely of faculty or administrators working in the area of 
academics? If not, how would a non-teaching employee be qualified to judge the academic success 
of a department?  
Committee is made up of members of 2 nominated by senate, 4 from Prov Office 
Open to any faculty rank/type 

 
-Can a selection committee member also be a nominee? yes 
 
APPLICATION/SELECTION PROCESS ?’s 
-Is there a rubric for selecting the winner? In progress 

 
-Under letters, it does not seem clear regarding how many letters or if they have to be from all those 
listed or some. For instance, can just faculty within the department write a letter of support or does it 
require that at least one student or outside beneficiary write? I feel it would be more meaningful to 
require the beneficiaries to weigh in. 
Left open on purpose, discussed options to provide a bit more clarity in order to adequately 
compare applicantions 

 
- The questions that must be addressed in the nomination letter seems to imply that the 
achievement is past tense: "how has the department demonstrated exemplary learning 
environments ...", "how has the department linked ...", and so on. But the award itself seems to be 



present tense. The theme indicates that departments are recognized for "developing innovative and 
effective departmental approaches ..." Is it possible to clarify whether the award is for a past 
achievement or one in progress?  
Past tense or at least some proof that accomplishments/goals are being met 

 
GENERAL ?’s 

-How do the regional campuses fit? For instance, could UCBA as a college apply? Or would it have 
to be a department within the college. There seems to be an equality issue there.  I cannot see our 
small individual departments compete against the often much larger Clifton departments due to 
smaller faculty number, student bases, budgets etc. 
Regional campuses are definitely included! Discussion about theme that is more feasible to meet for 
regional groups and smaller units 

 
-In regards to the comment regarding AAUP benefit. Is that part of the consideration, will a 
department with more AAUP represented members get preference? 
All faculty in the collective bargaining agreement will be considered 
-Is there stipulation on what or how the money is used? 
Discussion around adding some suggestion of how money will be used. No formal monitoring will 
take place after money is awarded because of this, the applicants will be encouraged to discuss 
how money will be used in ways that could/should benefit all members of unit (this includes the staff 
that often play an integral role in successful programs) 

 
The Committee enjoyed meeting with Damion and learning more about the Exemplary Service 
Award. All questions were discussed/answered. The engaging discussion lead to some clarifying 
changes to the award, including the theme, making it more accessible teams of varying scale on all 
UC campuses. The Committee felt appreciated and heard after our discussion with Damion and we 
look forward to a continued and productive partnership. 
 

 
IV. FACULTY SENATE BOOT CAMP IDEAS :: DISCUSSION (ran out of time) 
 -discussion regarding ideas that surfaced from senators in August boot camp 
 

1.   **** Increasing under-represented minority and international 

retention/recruitment 

2.    *******Create mentoring ties for women in STEM & elsewhere 

3.    How can HR play a role in safety & community? 

4.    * What does the data show at UC for number of women at senior rank? How 

long does it take (average) for women to get from the 2nd highest to highest rank 
versus male faculty? (Discuss data & findings)  
 

 
“*” indicates power dot of interest from faculty at boot camp 

 

 

V. NEXT STEPS :: FUTURE MEETINGS 
 -determine if the following meeting days/times work for majority 
  October 21, 1:00-2:30pm - yes 
  November 18, 1-2:30pm - yes 
  December 2, 1-2:30pm - yes 
 -next steps/action steps 
 

 



Action Items: 
List item and 
attach 
supporting 
document if 
action 
requires such 
background 
 

Datina to follow up with meeting notes 
Committee would like to have Damion back to talk about his role in Diversity efforts 
Eva and Sally Ann are interested in connecting with Dr. Marshall (Datina to reach out) 
Meeting format to be determined (WebEx? Phone? In-Person) In-person  
 

 

Describe action needed on items above (discussion and input, vote, etc):  By Whom: 

 

  
         By Faculty Senate 
         By Cabinet 
         Others (List-)     
                                    
                                                   

Next Meeting: October 21   

 
When complete, save your report with the committee name and report date as the file name. Please 
send the file to Tracy Hermann (tracy.herrmann@uc.edu) and Christie Joslin (Christie.Joslin@uc.edu).  
Thank you!
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